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(Under just now situation, two things I have learned recently about Corona)
I have a curry shop for foreign employees only. The store is located away from the station,
and the business is run in a deserted shopping area.

Please read with that in mind.

The first is
“There are only“ decent people ”and“ not so people ”in the world. Country of origin and
race, rich or poor, high rank or not, male or female, young or old, seem to be irrelevant. Not
all foreigners are dishonest, and all Japanese are polite and honest, and that's not all that
matters. It is common in Japan that adolescents who abuse money, have no money, and have
a low status, have a strong tendency to be humiliated in spite of their poor lives. This is
generally not the case, and the younger and more talented people are ethically more ethical
than the older, less money ones, as far as we observe. If so, there is no choice but to look at
each individual case, each case, and each individual involved in it, without any hassle. At
that time, the only criterion that seems to be effective when looking at a person is regardless
of which attribute he / she has. It is only ".
Then, where is the standard of decentness or not? It is unavoidable to give priority to oneself
first, and at the same time, a person who can "think" a person is "decent" People who only
think about it put it on the "other people". In terms of attitude, the higher the status and the
richer, the more people should give priority to people, and the poor and the poor should be
exempted to some extent. ''
The second is
"Money doesn't walk in front of me. Money comes after me. Money doesn't walk in front of
me, so it's just a waste to chase. What I find interesting about doing in front of me is Only
"seeding for the future (investment)". We made efforts to accumulate case cases so that the
seed seeds would grow, and when we reached that point, the money generated by the case
went around the world, and from the back of nature, we naturally liked the case cases we
created.

"Hello, the clause is now taken care of" forgotten by the time come with "

I noticed two discoveries. Nothing, the proverbial that has been widely said in Japan since
ancient times.
The first is "If you curse a person, there are two holes, if you concern to a person, there are
three warehouses (the latter half is my own work)", or when the ancient king looks down on
the people's house from the hill, I no see the smoke from cooking oven, so I was very worried
"Concerning to people, it`s like royal lord" (also in the latter half of the Chinese language
part made by myself)
The second one is "While in a hurry, it`s better to turn around rather than go straight", "Get
lost first then can get apple in the final ", "You can be floating when you throw yourself away

in the pond" (This is all real).

